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Supply Chain Complexity


Thorsten Blecker, Wolfgang Kersten, Christian M. Meyer 

Abstract 

Supply chains are faced with a rising complexity of products, structures, and processes. Because 
of the strong link between a supply chain’s complexity and its efficiency the supply chain 
complexity management becomes a major challenge of today’s business management. A two 
dimensional driver concept is introduced and explained to comprehend the major causes of a 
supply chains’ complexity. To map the effects of the drivers and to understand the different 
dimensions of complexity, a general complexity model is introduced. A supply chain complexity 
analysis approach is presented, to evaluate the initial situation and to provide the necessary 
information for deriving the right actions and strategies for the management of complexity 
within a supply chain. 
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Introduction 

Mass customization is based on the concept of manufacturing individual products to almost mass 
producing costs. This induces a high level of complexity in structures and processes, especially 
in a supply chain due to raising diversities in the production program and the configuration 
(Blecker, Abdelkafi, Kaluza & Kreutler 2004). In addition to this, the market conditions have 
changed. The competition among enterprises has evolved to competition among supply chains. 
As a result, the efficiency of a single supply chain or a whole supply network becomes more and 
more important to operate successfully within this environment. 

Today supply chains are suffering from a high complexity, which is due to several causes, such 
as customer tailored and elaborate products, global procurement and distribution, or 
technological innovations. Besides a raising complexity in the structures and processes of the 
manufacturer itself, also the whole supply chain is infected by this complexness. Because of the 
direct link between the efficiency and the complexity of a supply chain, complexity management 
becomes a major task of today’s business management. 

The aim of this paper is to provide a detailed overview of supply chain complexity, the major 
causes and effects, and concepts to assess it. Therefore, the paper is presenting a general 
introduction to complexity, which is afterwards strongly concentrating on supply chain 
complexity. Following, the drivers and effects of a supply chain’s complexity are outlined. 
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Referring to these causes and its consequences, a general complexity model is introduced, which 
is briefly explained and tailored to the usage within a supply chain. To derive adequate and 
efficient complexity management strategies, a brief analysis and evaluation of the initial situation 
is necessary. Therefore, an introduction to supply chain complexity measuring and analysis is 
given. A complexity analysis approach is presented for providing a method to evaluate the initial 
situation and to offer the necessary information for deriving the right actions and strategies for 
complexity management. The approach is following a three step concept and is strongly based on 
the aim to keep the effort for collecting, preparing, and analyzing the data to an inalienable 
minimum. 

Background 

A strikingly often usage of the term “complexity” can be observed in the recent years’ literature. 
Nearly every system which does not behave in any way simple or deterministic is called a 
complex system. This interpretation satisfies the fundamental principle of complexity just 
partially. Research in complexity is a multi-dimensional and a multi-disciplinal project. A lot of 
different disciplines, including e.g. system theory, cybernetics, chaos theory, or information 
theory, are performing research on complex systems by following quite different objectives. 
Because of this, there is neither a common definition nor a congruent interpretation of 
complexity. Referring to its fundamental perception, almost every discipline has developed its 
own interpretation and definition of complexity (Blecker, Friedrich, Kaluza, Abdelkafi & 
Kreutler 2005).  

With regard to distinct objectives, different views on the term “complexity” can be expedient. 
Within this paper for the analysis and modelling part a system theoretic view is taken. From this 
perspective, complexity is generally defined as a system’s attribute, which is constituted by its 
intrinsic nature to adapt to several different states within a short time frame, in relation to its 
environment (Hub 1994). In a closer definition, taking into account the measurability and the 
descriptiveness of a system, it is determined by the amount and the nature of the connections 
between the single elements of the system (Luhmann 1980). Designing complexity means 
modifying these elements. To interpret the results in a business oriented view a more descriptive 
sight is adequate. Therefore complexity can be interpreted as the variety in objects, structures and 
processes (Kersten 2001). Such as a manufacturer, producing a huge number of diverse product 
variants can be characterized more complex than one producing a uniform product in a lower 
quantity. 

The complexity can further be divided into an internal and an external part to differentiate its 
origin. With regard to the example, the complexity which is visible in structures, elements, and 
processes of the manufacturing area is called the internal complexity. Contrary to this, the 
external complexity covers all possible complexities a company is faced with from external, like 
for instance specific and individual customer demands, technological innovations, or the 
economic development in general. The internal complexity can be influenced and managed by 
the company, while the external complexity can be seen as widely dedicated and fixed. 

Another separation, which is valuable for analysing and redesigning complexity, is a distinction 
between the structural and the dynamic (or operative) complexity (Frizelle & Woodcock 1994). 
The structural complexity arises from the fixed nature of products, structures, and processes, 
whereas the dynamic complexity is caused by external and internal sources within the operation, 
such as variations in dates and amounts due to material shortness, machine breakdowns, or 
insufficient supplier reliability. A detailed illustration on different complexity drivers of a supply 
chain is given in the following chapter. 
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Supply Chain Complexity Drivers and Effects 
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In the majority of cases, supply chains are operating in a dynamic environment and at an 
interface between different companies. Therefore, the supply chain is faced with a huge number 
of different complexity drivers from diverse sources. A systematic arrangement is necessary to 
systematically delineate the single complexity causes. The aim of this chapter is to provide an 
overview of the different types of complexity drivers and their point of origin. Therefore, as 
shown in table 1, a two dimensional approach is used. 

The first dimension is facing the origin of the driver and is represented by the columns of table1. 
Complexity can be generated internally within a company, in cooperation with others, or as a 
result of its environmental complexity. Therefore, the first dimension is divided into three 
sections “Internal Organization”, “Supplier-Customer Interface”, and “Dynamic Environment” 
and is thus mapping the major complexity causing areas.  

• heterogeneous demands 	 • technological 

• raising product	 • non synchronized supply innovations Product/ 
complexity chain planning & control •	 changing resource 

requirements 
Technological 

• new technologies	 systems 
Intricacy •	 incompatible IT systems • technological customer 

demands 

• different strategies 
• non harmonized • development of business 

decisions & actions 
environment • process-related deficits • supply chain bottlenecks 	 • provisions of law Organizational • structural deficits	 • information gaps Aspects • globalization • non-harmonized • shortened product 

processes 
lifecycles •	 supplier & customer 

reliability 

• demand amplification	 • general uncertainty of 
• subjective estimations	 (bullwhip) future development 

Uncertainty • changing skill • parallel interactions	 • economic trends 
requirements	 • non synchronized • decreasing accuracy of 

decisions & acting forecast 

 Internal Organization Supplier-Customer	 Dynamic Environment 
Interface 

ORIGIN 

Table 1: Supply Chain Complexity Causes 

The second dimension is grouping the drivers in three key driver categories with regard to their 
character and is made up by the lines of table 1. To display all fundamental drivers, this 
dimension is divided into the three categories “Product/Technological Intricacy”, 
“Organizational Aspects” and “Uncertainty”. The category “Product/Technological Intricacy” 
contains all complexity drivers, which are somehow causing complexity by the reason of a 
product’s complexity or any technical causes, such as technological innovations. The second key 
driver category ”Organisational Aspects” is mapping all complexity causes, which are associated 
with organizational aspects such as processes, organisational structures, or strategies. Within the 
last category “Uncertainty” all drivers are grouped, which create complexity due to insecurity in 
dates, volumes, or other informations. Two combinations of dimensions are considered more in 
detail to exemplify this arrangement. 
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All complexity drivers, which are related to the generation of complexity within a single 
company due to the product or technological causes, are grouped within the constellations of 
“product/technological intricacy” and “Internal Organization”. The first complexity driver is 
called “heterogeneous demands” and is responsible for a lot of complexity impacts within the 
company and the whole supply chain. Customers tend to require a more and more customized 
product, which is tailored and best fitted to their individual needs (Wildemann 1999, Kirchhoff 
2003). This trend leads to voluminous product programmes, including a huge number of 
different product variants, all of which have to be coordinated in the sales and engineering 
department. Because of its severe impact, the complex product structure itself can be identified 
as another complexity driver (Kirchhoff 2003, Benett 1999). Complex and extensive product 
structures are composed of a huge number of parts and subassemblies and therefore directly 
involve complex structures and processes within the manufacturing. A huge variety in parts and 
assemblies requires a huge effort for planning and scheduling, the coordination, and also in the 
materials management (Kestel 1995, Westphal 2000). The manufacturing process also becomes 
more complex due to frequently changing production orders. This leads to changing resource 
requirements and raising cycle times (Suttrop 1999, Benett 1999). Another complexity driver 
within this category can be identified by the ongoing technological development of product and 
production technologies (Kirchhoff 2003). These innovations cause a constant demand to adapt 
the product, the production structures, and the processes to the actual state of art. 

The second interesting dimensions constellation is represented by the origin “Supplier-Customer 
Interface” and the key driver “Uncertainty” and includes all complexity causes which generate 
complexity in structures and processes due to a certain insecurity regarding the future 
development of a single value or a combination of these. The first driver is called “demand 
amplification” and represents a constant upstream amplification of demand changes, in opposite 
to the material flow, from the customer towards the raw material supplier and is also called the 
“Bullwhip-Effect” (Forrester 1961). This amplification is based on the uncertainty, whether the 
change in demand is temporary or durable (Wilding 1998, Lee, Padmanabhan & Whang 1997, 
Sivadasan, Efstathiou, Calinescu & Huaccho Huatuco 2004). Assuming a constant increase or 
decrease in demand the supply chain members tend to change their usual behaviour. Based on 
the inevitable delivery times and decreasing inventories the order volumes are increased to 
secure the own reliability. This leads in most cases to inescapable out of stock situations in the 
upper regions of the supply chain, such as suppliers of raw materials or subassemblies. In the 
case of a temporary change, most of the supply chain members suffer from high inventories after 
the short-term increase in demand. These effects induce a high complexity in the planning and 
scheduling processes and the materials management within each single supply chain member. 
These consequences can be identified as a serial interaction within the supply chain. In opposite 
to this, also a parallel interaction between supply chain echelons on the same level without any 
cooperation can be identified (Wilding 1998). This means for instance a shift of orders, and 
therefore an increasing order volume, at supplier x due to the non- or late-delivery of supplier y. 
This causes complexity in the involved companies due to the unpredictability of this event, 
because these order volumes are in most cases time-critical, not predictable, and have not been 
considered within the former planning and scheduling process. The last driver within this 
constellation ca be identified by “non synchronized decisions and acting” of the single members 
of a supply chain within their cooperations. Although the competition among enterprises has 
evolved to competition among supply chains, some members are operating selfish and isolated. 
Without balancing and adjusting of delivery dates and order volumes the planning and 
scheduling process becomes much more complex due to the frequent necessity to reschedule and 
re-order. 
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Modelling Supply Chain Complexity 

There are several different approaches for modelling a system’s complexity; table 2 gives an 
overview of some of these. None of them provides the possibility to map the causes and effects 
of the complexity of a system with regard to their rank in the subsystem’s hierarchy. 

Author Year Type of Model 

Bolin & Hulten 2002 Supply Chain Information Exchange Complexity Model 

Jania 2004 Integrated Model of Product and Structure 

Mason-Jones & Towill 1998 Supply Chain Uncertainty Circle 

Perona & Miraglotta 1994 3 Level & 5 Dimension Complexity Model 

Puhl 1999 Closed Loop Complexity Model 

Scherf 2003 Mathematic Complexity Model 

Wilding 1998 Supply Chain Complexity Triangle 

Table 2: Complexity Modelling Approaches 

As a consequence, a general complexity model had to be developed by the authors. This model 
differentiates itself from others by two essential novelties: A system theoretic view and a closed 
loop approach. To follow a system oriented view, every system which is faced with complexity 
can be seen as an arrangement of subsystems on distinct levels (Sage & Armstrong 2000). In 
relation to the introduction of this paper, the complexity of a system can be differentiated into an 
internal and an external part, whereas the term “complexity” in this case qualifies the effect of 
either a single or a certain number of drivers at a distinct system level. The external complexity is 
caused by an external reason, while the internal complexity is caused by an internal one. Within 
the model this is included by separated parameters for internal and external complexity drivers. 

The second novel principle of the model is depicted by its closed loop approach. A group of 
complexity drivers, which are facing a subsystem, could therefore be divided into two parts. The 
first one includes all internal or external drivers which are directly acting on the subsystem. The 
second part contains indirect causes, which are based on the results of other complexity drivers, 
affecting the same subsystem or another. Thus, the consequences of a complexity driver can 
once again be a driver itself. A small example should be given to explain this. For instance the 
complexity of an inbound logistics division within a manufacturer is driven by lots of various 
causes. An example of a direct complexity driver is the number of orders which have to be 
handled. An indirect driver could, for instance, be a huge number of different locations to drive 
to. Anyhow, this generates a high complexity in the processes of the logistics department; it is 
originally based on the consequences of another direct driver. This maybe could have been high 
competition at the procurement market, which was in origin affecting the purchasing division. 
The complexity effect of a widely spread structure of distributors is on one hand, a result of the 
drivers acting on the purchasing subsystem, and on the other hand, a complexity driver for the 
logistics subsystem.  
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Figure 1: General Complexity Model 

Figure 1 shows the complexity model for a three level case. Level 1 is embodying the 
environment of the considered system and represents the source of the external complexity 
drivers, which could not be influenced in direct. The second level represents the system in whole, 
for instance a supply chain. Level 3 includes first stage subsystems, such as suppliers, 
manufacturers, or customers. Complexity drivers, and the consequences of these, are represented 
in terms of matrixes. As commented above, the model follows a closed loop approach. 
Therefore, the complexity drivers are consisting of the direct internal and external causes and of 
the complexity effects of the own or a different subsystem covering the indirect drivers. Even 
though, the model’s general intent is to clarify the major relations and dependencies between 
single drivers and their effects, it could also be applied within a supply chain or a single element 
of it. Therefore, the proposed model is able to display different levels of detail for investigation. 
The observed main system could display a whole supply chain, a single member, or even a 
subsystem of a supply chain’s echelon. 

Supply Chain Complexity Measurement 

A detailed analysis and assessment of the initial situation is essential to derive adequate and 
appropriate complexity management strategies and actions. Without an accurate evaluation of 
the initial situation, misleading conclusions and activities could be chosen, which in consequence 
can lead to the opposite results. Based on different concepts such as structural or process oriented 
explorations, a lot of different approaches for analyzing and measuring the complexity of a 
supply chain have been developed. Beyond these supply chain-oriented concepts, a lot of work 
has been done in the area of analyzing the complexity of supplier-customer systems as well as 
manufacturing structures and processes. Some of these methods and techniques could also be 
successfully applied to a supply chain. 

As already mentioned, the causes of complexity in a supply chain are manifold and partially 
interdependent. Because of this, no explicit and unambiguous complexity measure can be 
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defined. Therefore, the complexity of a production system, a supply chain, or a whole company 
could only be measured in using some sort of help criteria or proxy variable (Luczak & Fricker 
1997). 

Four major categories can be defined to classify different approaches. The first category contains 
all approaches which are trying to map a supply chain’s complexity by analyzing the system’s 
performance or its flexibility (e.g. Beamon 1999; Sethi & Sethi 1990; Das 1996; Gupta & Goyal 
1989). Their basic idea is to somehow map the direct connection between a system’s complexity 
and its flexibility and performance. Within the second category all approaches are grouped, 
which are somehow using entropy based measures to identify and analyze a supply chains 
complexity (Frizelle & Woodcock 1994; Sivadasan, Efstathiou, Frizelle, Shirazi & Calinescu 
2002; Efstathiou, Calinescu & Blackburn 2002; Bar-Yam 2004). In this application, the entropy 
is used as a concept for measuring the quantity of information, which is necessary to describe the 
state of a system. The more complex a system, the more information is needed to definitely 
specify its current situation. Beneath these two major classes further approaches have been 
developed, which concentrate on specialized information-theoretical measures or specific 
analysis concepts. The former ones are represented by conceptions like e.g. the Kolmogorov 
complexity (Kolmogorov 1965) or the effective complexity (Gell-Mann & Lloyd 2003). The 
latter ones are using specialized measures and methods which are for instance based on fitness
landscapes (Mc Carthy, Rakotobe-Joel, & Frizelle 2000), specified process analyses (Raufeisen 
2003; Büssow 2004), or structural exploration methods (Hartmann 1997; Ernst & Kamrad 2000, 
Scherf 2003). The last category contains all concepts, which try to somehow map a systems 
complexity by its cost effects (Bohne 1998, Heina 1992, Kaiser 1995). 

Supply Chain Complexity Analysis Concept 

To secure the development of a lean and applicable tool, the design phase of the supply chain 
complexity analysis concept was guided by three basic principles: 

1. Reducing the effort for collecting, preparing, and analyzing data to the inalienable 

minimum. 

2. Taking into account the different system levels and the relations between their 

complexity drivers and effects. 

3. Consideration of the various types of complexity drivers within a supply chain. 

The analysis concept is based on the presented classification of drivers and the universal 
complexity model and is therefore taking into account the system theoretic concept. It follows a 
three step approach, which is shown in figure 2. 
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FOCUS ANALYSIS 

1. 

2. 

3. 

/ 
Customer 

Whole 
Supply Chain 

(structure) 

Supplier

(operations) 

Single 
Company 

(operations) 

- Set up of the complexity model for every operation 
- Analysis of the driver matrix 
- Analysis of the effects matrix 
- Interpretation and deduction of managerial implications 

Figure 2: Three Step Analysis Approach 

In the first step, a rough consideration of the whole supply chain structure is carried out. The 
main goal of this step is to identify the areas of high complexity and all supply chain elements 
which are faced with a high complexity. The second step analyzes more in detail the complexity 
of the operations of the identified supplier-customer cooperations. A complexity generation and 
transfer within these operations is therefore assumed and subsequently proofed. The aim of this 
step is to detect the single complexity generating operations in the chain. In the last step, a 
detailed intra-corporate analysis of the complexity generating processes within the company is 
executed to identify the internal and external causes for the high complexity. Following this 
approach will limit the effort to collect, prepare, and analyze the necessary data to an essential 
minimum. Although the whole approach is exemplified at a supply chain, it could just as well be 
used for a supply network because of its underlying general concept.  

The main goal of the first step is to locate areas within the supply chain, which show a high 
complexity and to identify all members, which are directly faced with a high complexity. With 
regard to the earlier explanations, the complexity can be divided into a structural and a dynamic 
part. For this Reason, the analysis in step1 is divided into two separate elements. To analyze the 
structural complexity of the supply chain, two criteria have been defined which combine distinct 
rations and indexes. The first criterion is analyzing the structure of the whole supply chain and 
therefore merges three comparative ratios for the number of elements in the whole supply chain, 
the number of elements which are part of the single cooperation, and the number of cooperations 
at all. The second criterion is examining the level spanning cooperations. Therefore, it brings 
three different ratios together for a members own position within the chain, the distance of the 
level spanning cooperations and the amount of cooperations at all. The dynamic complexity is in 
most instances not induced by structural causes: It is generated during the fulfilment of 
operations due to dynamically appearing reasons, such as changes in dates, machine breakdowns, 
or out-of-stock situations. Because of its good applicability and the very useful results in 
analyzing the dynamic complexity, this part of the analysis is based on the entropy concept. The 
entropy was primarily introduced by Shannon (1948) as a measure for the quantity of 
information, which is necessary to describe a system’s state. Based on Shannon’s concept 
Frizelle & Woodcock (1994) developed a measure for the dynamic complexity of a production 
system. Based on a specified number of system states, such as operating “in time”, “late due to 
reason x”, or “idle” and a number of different resources the probability of being in this state can 
be computed. Based on this, the entropy of the whole system or separate subsystems can be 
calculated. This general approach is adapted to analyze the dynamic complexity, by additionally 

STRUCTURAL

Criterion I Criterion II


- no. of elements - own level 
- no. of cooperations - no. of. level-spanning 
- no. of elements in cooperations 

the whole chain - level of cooperations 

DYNAMICAL 
- Dynamic Complexity (Product/Techno-

logical Intricacy) 
- Dynamic Complexity (Organizational 

Aspects) 
- Dynamic Complexity (Uncertainty) 

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICAL 

- quota of external operations - Dynamic Complexity (transferred) 
- no. of operations - Dynamic Complexity (not transferred) 
- no & kind of relations 
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taking into consideration the different key driver categories i.e. “Product/Technological 
Intricacy”, “Organizational Aspects” and “Uncertainty”. Based on this addition the dynamic 
complexity can be differentiated in three parts referring to their intrinsic key drivers. The results 
of the analysis are displayed in a spider graph, such as shown in figure 3. This graph provides a 
visible overview of the different quotas of each complexity category. The exemplary thick black 
line represents the overall average for the whole supply chain and gives therefore a rough 
overview of the complexity characteristics of the examined supply chain. The grey line 
represents an exemplary supplier/customer combination and therefore offers a broad range for 
interpretation. All deviations from the overall average can give indications for the ongoing 
analysis phase.  

Dynamic Complexity 
(Product/Technological Intricacy) 

hi
gh

 
hi

gh
 

high 

high 
ll 

Structural Complexity 
(Level-Spanning) 

Structural Complexity 
(Elements) 

Dynamic Complexity 
(Organizational Aspects) 

high 

low 
low 

low 

low 
low 

overa

Supplier/Customer A 

Dynamic Complexity 
(Uncertainty) 

Figure 3: Complexity Spider Graph 

Based on the assumption that all elements, which are faced with a high complexity, are probably 
exporting this complexity to the other members of the supply chain, these elements should be 
investigated more in detail in step two. Based on the interpretation of the spider graph, all 
supplier/customer combinations that should be investigated more in detail in the next step can be 
identified. 

The main goal of step two is to identify the single complexity generating operations within the 
identified supplier/customer combinations. By using the results of step 1 this analysis can be 
restricted to those supply chain members which are faced with a high complexity and therefore 
be executed much more detailed. Once again both the structural and the dynamic complexity are 
investigated. Based on the results of step 1 and with reference to the system theoretic approach 
the structural complexity is analyzed by an observation of the number of internal and external 
operations and the number and kinds of relations between them. Therefore three ratios are 
defined which display the quota of external operations within a supplier/customer operation, the 
number of operations at all, and the level of correlation between the internal and the external 
operations. The dynamic complexity is analyzed by an approach similar to those used in step 1, 
now focussing on all operations necessary for fulfilling the single supplier/customer activity. 
Additionally, a distinction is made between complexity effects which are transferred to the other 
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supply chain members and those which are not. Based on this differentiation, the complexity 
generating and/or exporting operations can be clearly identified. For an interpretation of the 
results, the findings of the structural and the dynamic complexity analysis are matched and 
displayed on the x-coordinate in a graph, exemplary shown in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Complexity Portfolio 

This representation gives a good choice to identify the operations which have to be examined in 
detail within the last step. For instance operation “C”, shown in figure 4, is having a relatively 
low level of complexity and has also a minor tendency to transfer this complexity to the other 
supply chain members. Because of this, operation “C” needs not to be analyzed more in detail in 
step 3. But for instance operation “D” has a high level of complexity and also tends to transfer 
this complexity to other members. Therefore all operations of quadrant III and also selective ones 
from quadrant IV should be transferred to step 3. 

The concept of step 1 and 2 is to identify the major areas and operations where complexity is 
visible, generated, or transferred to other. Contrary to this, the main goal of step 3 is to deduce 
the specific drivers of these complexities and to identify areas for improvement. Therefore the 
presented complexity model is used. Based on the results of the former steps and an advanced 
investigation including the drivers and effects of the single operation’s complexities, the 
complexity model is set up for every observed operation. By analyzing the drivers and effects 
matrixes and by interpretation of the relations between the single models and levels, the main 
complexity causes for every operation can be deduced. Only the structural complexity can be 
influenced directly. Within the analysis of the driver matrixes all drivers, which could be 
influenced in this way can be separated from the others. By following the effects matrixes of 
these drivers also the changes in the dynamic complexity can be estimated in to some extent. 

Summary & Conclusions 

As a result, the generation and transfer of complexity within a single company, within a 
supplier/customer operation and within the entire supply chain can be comprehended. By 
interpreting these results, the room for improvement can be identified. The external complexity 
and the dynamic complexity could not directly be influenced. Therefore complexity management 
actions have to concentrate either on the direct design of structural complexity, such as by 
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adapting the organizational structures, or by an indirect design of the dynamic complexity. This 
can be done by influencing the causes of the dynamic complexity. Therefore the analysis 
approach has separated the dynamic complexity into the three key driver categories. In summary, 
all necessary information for a goal-oriented design of a supply chains complexity are given. 
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